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DOMETIC HEKI 3 PLUS
PORTHOLE FOR
CAMPERS AND

CARAVANS 
        

   

Product price:  

775,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

DOMETIC HEKI 3 PLUS PORTHOLE FOR CAMPERS AND CARAVANS 

Dometic Heki 3 Plus is a sunroof for campers and caravans designed to provide increased
ventilation, natural light, and comfort inside the recreational vehicle.

With a large opening surface area, this roof allows excellent air circulation and natural lighting
inside the vehicle. The Dometic Heki 3 Plus is made of sturdy thermoformed acrylic, making it
weatherproof and resistant to the elements, ensuring a long service life. The roof has a
lightweight aluminum structure, which reduces the overall weight of the roof and the vehicle.

The Dometic Heki 3 Plus has a large opening surface, allowing the amount of air entering the
interior to be regulated, ensuring a comfortable environment in all weather conditions. The roof
has an integrated blackout curtain, which allows the amount of light entering to be regulated and
provides greater privacy.

The Dometic Heki 3 Plus is easy to install and can be used on a wide range of recreational
vehicles due to its versatility and compatibility with many caravan and RV models.

The Dometic roof is an excellent choice for those who want to increase ventilation, natural light,
and comfort inside their recreational vehicle, offering a durable and versatile solution for air and
light control inside the cabin.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS DOMETIC HEKI 3 

Depth: 750 mm
Height: 750 mm
Width 1050 mm
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Order width: 960 mm
Order height: 655 mm
Opening width: 745 mm
Opening height: 533 mm
Min mounting material thickness: 25 mm
Max mounting material thickness: 32 mm
Possible min material thickness: 33 mm
Possible max thickness material: 60 mm
Opening height: 655 mm
Opening width 960 mm
Max opening angle: 70°
Positions: Variable
Net weight: 14.50 kg
/p>

Are you looking for a product with different technical characteristics? HERE you can find the
dedicated area with products that will satisfy your needs.

The images and technical data are not binding and may be subject to revisions by the
manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 750
Width (mm): 750
Height (mm): 1050
Dry weight (Kg): 14.50
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